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ISOMETRY GROUPS OF RIEMANNIAN SOLVMANIFOLDS

CAROLYN S. GORDON AND EDWARD N. WILSON

ABSTRACT. A simply connected solvable Lie group R together with a left-

invariant Riemannian metric g is called a (simply connected) Riemannian solv-

manifold. Two Riemannian solvmanifolds (R,g) and (R',g') may be isometric

even when R and R' are not isomorphic. This article addresses the problems of

(i) finding the "nicest" realization (R, g) of a given solvmanifold, (ii) describ-

ing the embedding of R in the full isometry group I(R,g), and (iii) testing

whether two given solvmanifolds are isometric. The paper also classifies all

connected transitive groups of isometries of symmetric spaces of noncompact

type and partially describes the transitive subgroups of I(R, g) for arbitrary

solvmanifolds (R,g).

Introduction. A Riemannian solvmanifold is a connected Riemannian mani-

fold At which admits a transitive solvable group of isometries. It is well known (see

§1) that every such manifold actually admits an almost simply transitive solvable

group R of isometries, simply transitive if At is simply connected. We will assume

for simplicity in our introductory remarks that At is simply connected, although

this assumption is dropped throughout much of the paper. The simply transitive

group R is in general not unique even up to isomorphism. Given any choice of R,

At is isometric to R equipped with a left-invariant metric ( , ). We address the

following problems:

(i) Given the data (R, ( , )) for At, find the "nicest" simply transitive solvable

group 5 of isometries of At, i.e. find the nicest realization (S, ( , )') of AI.

(ii) Given (R, ( , )), describe the full isometry group of At.

(iii) Develop a test to determine whether any two given Riemannian solvmani-

folds are isometric.

In §1, we construct a single conjugacy class of simply transitive solvable sub-

groups of the full isometry group I(M) which we call the subgroups in "standard

position". They are defined entirely in terms of their embeddings in /(At). These

play the role of the "nicest" groups in (i). §2 develops the abstract theory of mod-

ifications of solvable Lie algebras needed for §3. In §3, beginning with the data

(R,{ , )) and no other knowledge of /(AI), we algorithmically modify (R,( , ))

to obtain (S, ( , )') where S is a simply transitive subgroup of /(AI) in standard

position. We also compute the normalizer of S in /(Ai). This together with the

results of §1 gives considerable information about /(At). In many cases, such as

when R is unimodular (see §4), S is normal in /(At) and hence a complete solution

to problem (ii) is obtained.
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Problem (iii) is answered in §5. In addition we develop a test for determining

when two locally homogeneous metrics on T\R are isometric, where R is a simply

connected Lie group and T is a uniform (i.e. cocompact) discrete subgroup. We

indicate some applications at the conclusion of the section.

Related to problems (i) and (ii) is the problem of finding all transitive subgroups

of /(At) (not necessarily simply transitive or solvable). We address this problem in

§6, first in case At has nonpositive curvature. In particular, when At is a symmetric

space of noncompact type, we classify all connected transitive subgroups of /(At).

We apply this special case to partially analyze the transitive subgroups of/(At) for

an arbitrary solvmanifold.

Problems analogous to (i)-(iii) have been addressed for various other types of

homogeneous Riemannian manifolds in, for example, [A-Wl, 2, GI, G2, O-T,

On, Oz and W]. In [G-W2], we will combine the results of this paper with the

other special cases to study arbitrary homogeneous Riemannian manifolds.

1. Subgroups in standard position. Lie groups will always be denoted

by capital italic letters, sometimes with subscripts, superscripts, etc. Their Lie

algebras will be denoted by the corresponding lowercase German letters with the

same subscripts, superscripts, etc.

(1.1) DEFINITIONS, (i) A Riemannian solvmanifold is a connected Riemannian

manifold At which is acted upon transitively by a solvable Lie group of isometries.

A transitive subgroup R of /(At), the group of all isometries on At, is said to act

almost simply transitively on At if for some (then every) p 6 At, the subgroup of R

fixing p is discrete. We note that /(At) and consequently R act effectively on At;

i.e. the only element of /(At) which acts as the identity transformation on At is the

identity element.

(ii) (r, (•, -),D) is a data triple for a Riemannian solvmanifold if t is a solvable

Lie algebra finite dimensional over R, (■, •) is an inner product on r, and for R the

unique connected, simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra r, D is a discrete

subgroup of {x E R: Ad(_) is orthogonal relative to (•, •)}.

Given the triple (r, (•, •),£)), we associate with it the manifold At = R/D

equipped with the unique Riemannian metric which agrees with (•, •) on the tangent

space Ate_> ~ r and for which the natural left action of R on At is by isometries.

Then At is a Riemannian solvmanifold and for C the intersection of D with the

center of R, R = R/C acts effectively, isometrically, and almost simply transitively

on At.

If At is simply connected, then D = {e}. At times when we are restricting

attention to simply connected manifolds, we will replace the data triple by the data

pair(x,( ,)).

(iii) Two data triples (r, (•, -),D) and (r/, (•, •)', D') will be said to be isomorphic if

there exists a Lie algebra isomorphism <p: r —► r/ such that (•, ■)' = ($_1)*(-, •) and

D' = <_(£>) where <_ : R —> /?' is the corresponding isomorphism of simply connected

Lie groups. The data pairs (r, (•, ■)) and (r/, (•, •)) will be said to be isomorphic if

the triples (r, (-, •), {e}) and (r/, (■, •)', {e}) are isomorphic. It is easily verified that

isomorphic data triples (pairs) define isometric Riemannian solvmanifolds.
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(1.2) LEMMA. Every Riemannian solvmanifold is defined by a data triple in

the sense above. In particular, every Riemannian solvmanifold admits almost simply

transitive isometry groups.

PROOF. Let At be a Riemannian solvmanifold, H a transitive solvable isometry

group on At, p a chosen base point in At, and Lp the subgroup of /(At) fixing p.

Since Lp is compact, there is an inner product on the Lie algebra g of /(At) for which

the adjoint action of Lp on g is orthogonal. For x E N, the connected nilradical

of //, Ad(x) is unipotent on the Lie algebra of H. Since Lp acts effectively on

At = H/(H n Lp), Lp n N is the identity. Since any subspace of g containing n is

an h-ideal, we have

f) = (tP n n) + r

for some ideal r. The corresponding connected subgroup R of H satisfies H =

(Lp D H)R with Lp n R discrete. Under the covering map r ^ r ■ p from R to

At, the Lie algebra r is identified with the tangent space Atp and the metric on At

thereby assigns to r an inner product (•,-)p. At is defined up to isometry by the

data triple (r, (-, -)p, Dp) where Dp is the inverse image of LpC\R under the covering

of R by its universal covering group R.

(1.3) DEFINITION AND REMARKS. The inner product (-, -)p on r defined in the

proof of Lemma 1.2 will be called the p-inner product. Note that if q E At, then

there is an element of R (the connected subgroup of /(At) with Lie algebra t) which

carries p to q. The corresponding inner automorphism defines an isomorphism

between (r, (, )p, Dp) and (r, (, )q, Dq). Thus we will usually drop the subscripts p.

At may admit many distinct conjugacy classes of almost simply transitive isometry

groups. In this section we will identify a canonical conjugacy class whose elements

we call the groups in standard position within Zo(At), the connected component of

the identity in /(At). As we proceed toward the definition of standard position, it

may be helpful to keep the following examples in mind.

(1.4) EXAMPLES, (i) When At is a Riemannian nilmanifold, i.e. At is a Rieman-

nian solvmanifold with a transitive nilpotent isometry group //, Wilson [W] showed

that the connected component N of the identity in rj acts simply transitively on

M, is normal in /(At), and is the unique simply transitive connected nilpotent Lie

subgroup of /(At). However, At may admit many other simply transitive solvable

groups of isometries. For example, when At is n-dimensional Euclidean space, N

is the group Rn of translations. For n > 3, it is easy to construct other simply

transitive solvable subgroups of /o(IRn) = SO(n) • R". As we will see later, the

definition of standard position given below implies that when At is a nilmanifold,

the nilpotent group TV is the unique group in standard position.

(ii) When At is a homogeneous Riemannian manifold with nonpositive sectional

curvature, Azencott and Wilson [A-Wl, 2] showed that At is a Riemannian solv-

manifold and defined a notion of standard position. The definition we shall give

here is an extension of theirs to the general Riemannian solvmanifold. In the special

case when At is a symmetric space of the noncompact type, the groups in standard

position are those of the form S = AN for KAN an Iwasawa decomposition of

G = /rj(At). For R an arbitrary simply transitive subgroup of G, it is easy to

see (e.g. cf. [A-W2]) that there exists an Iwasawa decomposition of G for which

Nq(R) C Nq(AN).  Even when the normalizers coincide, AN is preferable to R
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on the grounds of structural simplicity. Similar comments apply to the groups in

standard position constructed by Azencott and Wilson in the general nonpositive

curvature case.

(1.5) DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS, (i) We shall systematically use the fol-

lowing subscript conventions to denote important subgroups of a Lie group H and

its Lie algebra f):

H2 = connected radical of //,

Hy = any maximal semisimple subgroup of //,

Hnc (resp., Hc) = maximal normal subgroup of Hy of the noncompact (resp.,

compact) type, once Hy is chosen,

f)i, h2, hc, rjnc = Lie algebras of Hy, H2, Hc, Hnc.

Thus H has the Levi decomposition H = HyH2 and Hy = HncHc with discrete

intersections. Recall that Hy is unique up to conjugacy by elements of the connected

nilradical (e.g. see Jacobson [J]) and Hnc and Hc are uniquely determined by Hy.

At the Lie algebra level, fj = fh -r-rj2 is a vector space direct sum with Y)2 the radical

of f). Also f)i = f)nc + f)c with \)nc (resp., hc) the sum of all ideals of l)i of the

noncompact (resp. compact) type.

(ii) When H = Hnc is semisimple of the noncompact type, an Iwasawa decom-

position of H (respectively, ()) will be denoted by H = KAN (resp. f) = t + a + n).

Thus s = a + n is a solvable Lie algebra with nilradical n, a is abelian and the

roots of adi, a are real, and I is a maximal compact subalgebra of f). At the group

level, K, A and TV are connected, the center Z of H is contained in K, and K/Z

is compact. Recall that K is unique up to conjugacy in H and, once K is chosen,

A is unique up to conjugacy by elements of K, and TV is unique up to conjugacy

by elements of the normalizer M of A in K. The subgroup MAN of H contains a

maximal connected solvable subgroup of //. Note that our M is usually denoted M'

in the literature; otherwise our terminology is standard. For a further discussion

of Iwasawa decompositions, see [H].

(iii) When H is compact, recall that H2 is central in H and fh = [fj, f]] is the

unique maximal semisimple subalgebra of 1). Hence the Levi decomposition H =

HyH2 is unique.

(iv) For f) arbitrary, a Lie subalgebra 1 of 1) is said to be compactly embedded in

h if f) admits an inner product relative to which the operators adi, X, X El, are

skew-symmetric. In particular, if I) is the Lie algebra of a transitive group H of

isometries of a Riemannian manifold M and L is the isotropy subgroup of H at a

point p 6 M, then I is compactly embedded in f). Note however that unless H is

closed in /(At), L need not be compact in the topology of //.

It is well known that if At is a Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature

and C is any compact subgroup of /(At), then C has a fixed point in At. For a

general Riemannian solvmanifold, we have the following weaker result:

(1.6) LEMMA. Let At be a Riemannian solvmanifold and C any connected

compact semisimple group of isometries on At. Then there exists p E At for which

C is contained in the isotropy subgroup L of /(At) at p.

PROOF. Let G = Zo(At) and let V be a maximal compact subgroup of G

containing the isotropy subgroup of G at some point q E At. By the conjugacy

of maximal compact subgroups of G, a conjugate U of V contains both C and
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the isotropy subgroup L at a point p E At. Let t be the Lie algebra of a solvable

transitive subgroup R. Then g = I + r whence u = I + unr with uflt both compact

and solvable, thus abelian. Theorem 1.1 of Oniscik [On] states that if a, b and

0 are compact Lie algebras satisfying a = b + 0, then [a, a] = [b, b] + [o,d]. Thus

[u, u] = [I, I] and c C Ui = Ii C I, so C C L.

In order to define the solvable subgroups of /0(At) in "standard position", we

need to first define a conjugacy class of subgroups F of Zo(At). These groups will

turn out to be the normalizers of the subgroups in standard position.

(1.7) PROPOSITION. Let At be a Riemannian solvmanifold, G — Zo(At) and,

in the notation of 1.5, let GyG2 be a Levi decomposition ofG and KAN an Iwasawa

decomposition of Gnc. Let F = MANGCG2. Then

(i) F is a self-normalizing subgroup of G.

(ii) F has Levi decomposition FyF2 with F2 = M2ANG2 and Fy = MyGc- (Note

that My and M2 are uniquely defined by 1.5(iii).) In particular, Fnc = {e}, i.e. F

contains no nontrivial noncompact semisimple subgroups.

(iii) Among Lie subgroups of G, F is maximal with respect to the property that

Fnc = {e}.

(iv) F acts transitively on M. Moreover if R is any connected, solvable, transitive

subgroup of G, then F contains a conjugate of R.

(v) There exists p G At such that for L the isotropy subgroup of G at p, we have

L n (nilradF) = {e} and MyGc C L n F C MGCG2.

PROOF, (i) follows from the fact that if x E Gnc normalizes MAN, it also

normalizes the nilradical TV of MAN and then must lie in MAN.

(ii) is trivial and (iii) follows from the fact that any subgroup of Gnc properly

containing MAN must contain a noncompact semisimple subgroup (e.g. see §6).

(iv) Let 7r be the canonical projection from 67 onto 67 — G/ZGCG2 where Z

is the center of G. Then G = Tr(L)ir(R) is semisimple of noncompact type with

ir(L) compact and ir(R) solvable. Choose a maximal compact subgroup K of G

containing ir(L). Lemma 6.6 of [A-W2] states that if G is noncompact semisimple

with finite center, __ is a maximal compact subgroup of G, and E is a solvable

subgroup such that 67 = KE, then there exists an Iwasawa decomposition 67 =

KAN such that E C MAN where M is the normalizer of ATV in K. We apply this

lemma with E = tt(R). It follows that there exists an inner automorphism <_ of G

such that 7r(<_ (#)) C 7r(MATV). But then <_(/?) c F. Since $(/?) is transitive on

At, so is F.

For (v), note first that Lemma 1.6 proves the existence of L such that MyGc C

LC\F. For the second containment, the homomorphic projection of / onto m+a + n

carries I nf onto a compactly embedded subalgebra of m + a + n containing m_. Any

such subalgebra is contained in m. Finally the fact that Lflnilrad(F) = {e} follows

from (iv) and the argument given in the proof of Lemma 1.2.

(1.8) LEMMA. Let At be a Riemannian solvmanifold and H a subgroup of

Zo(At) which contains a solvable subgroup R normal in H and transitive on At.

Let p be any point in At, L the isotropy subgroup of H at p and s the orthogonal

complement ofi in h, relative to the Killing form B of\).  Then

(i) s is a solvable ideal ofb which contains nilrad(h);
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(ii) s is independent of the choice of p;

(iii) the connected Lie subgroup S of H with Lie algebra s is normal in H and

acts almost simply transitively on At.

PROOF. Since H — LR, we have h = [ + t with t a solvable ideal in f). In

particular, r c f)2 and \y = [1,1] is a semisimple Levi factor of h. Since B(b,y, fj2) =0

for any Levi decomposition rj = rjx + rj2 of h, we have B(ly,b,2) = 0. Moreover, B

is negative definite on the compactly embedded algebra I. It follows that s c f)2.

Since s D ker/? D nilrad(h,), s is a solvable ideal in 1). If q is another point of At

with I the Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup of H at q, then ( = Ad(a:)( for some

x E H such that x ■ p = q. Since B is Ad(x) invariant, Ad(x)s is the orthogonal

complement of [ relative to B. But Ad(_)s = s since s is an ideal in //. Hence s is

defined independently of p. By construction f) = l + s with IDs = {0}. Since S is

normal in //, we have H = LS and (iii) follows.

(1.9) THEOREM. Let F = MANGCG2 be as in 1.7 and let L be the isotropy

subgroup of G atpE At. Define s as the orthogonal complement inf of If] f relative

to the Killing form on f.  Then

(i) s is a solvable ideal of' f and is independent of the choice of p.

(ii)  The connected Lie subgroup S of F with Lie algebra s acts almost simply

transitively on At.

(iii) a + n + [g, g2] C s C f2 = m2 + o + n + g2.

PROOF. By Proposition 1.7(iv) and Lemma 1.6, F2 acts transitively on At.

Therefore (i) and (ii) are immediate from Lemma 1.8. By (i) we have s C f2 and

by Lemma 1.8(i), we have

s _) nilrad(f) — n + nilrad(g2).

Since [g, g2] C nilrad(g2), it remains only to show that a C s. By Proposition 1.7(v),

I fl f C m + 0C + g2, so it suffices to show that B(a, m + gc + g2) = {0} for B the

Killing form of f. For B' the Killing form of g, we have B'(gy,g2) = {0}. But for

X Eg, Y EQ2,

B(X,Y) = tracef(adX)(adF) = traceB2(adX)(adY") = B'(X,Y).

Since a C gi, we obtain B(a,g2) = {0}. A similar argument shows that B(a,gc) =

{0}. Finally by well-known properties of semisimple algebras and their representa-

tions, there exists an inner product on g such that for all X E a and Y E m, ad(X)

is symmetric while ad(Y") is skew-symmetric. By restricting the inner product to

the ad(a + m)-invariant subspace f of g, we see that adf X is symmetric and adf Y

is skew-symmetric, so B(X, Y) = 0, i.e. B(a,m) = {0}.

(1.10) DEFINITIONS. Let At be a Riemannian solvmanifold and g the Lie algebra

of G = Zo(At). A subalgebra s of g is said to be in standard position if for some choice

of F = MANGCG2 as in Proposition 1.7 and for some p E At, s is the orthogonal

complement in f of the isotropy subalgebra of f at p relative to the Killing form on

f. A Lie subgroup S of G is said to be in standard position in G if S is connected

and its Lie algebra is in standard position.

(1.11) THEOREM.   Let At be a Riemannian solvmanifold and G = Zo(At).

(i) {S: S is in standard position in 67} is a conjugacy class of subgroups ofG.
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(ii) Let S be in standard position in G and F the subgroup of G appearing in the

definition of S.  Then F is the normalizer of S in G.

(iii) Let R be a solvable subgroup of G for which there exists p E At such that

g = l + r where I is the Lie algebra of the isotropy subgroup L of G at p. Then there

exists a subgroup S of G in standard position such that R lies within the normalizer

F ofS.

PROOF, (i) The subgroups F defined in Proposition 1.7 form a conjugacy class

of subgroups of G. By Theorem 1.9(i), there is associated to each F a subgroup S

in standard position defined independently of the base point p. Use the temporary

notation Bf for the Killing form of f and lp for the Lie algebra of the isotropy

subgroup of G at p. Let

s = fe(iPnf)

relative to Bf. If F' = xFx~l for x EG, then

f = Ad(_)(f)    and    Ad(x)([pnf) = l_.pnf.

Also

B?(Ad(x)X,Ad(x)(Y)) = B,(X,Y)

for all X, Y E f. It follows that s' = Ad(_)(s) is the orthogonal complement in f

of lXp Hf relative to Bf and thus s' is the algebra in standard position associated

with f by Definition 1.10.
(ii) By Theorem 1.9(i), s is an ideal in f and thus F lies in the normalizer of S.

For the opposite inclusion, note that since G — GncGcG2 — GncF, it suffices to

show that the normalizer of S in Gnc lies in F. Suppose x E Gnc and x normalizes

S. Then x normalizes nilrad(5 n Gnc) = TV. It follows that x E MAN C F.

If R acts transitively on At, then (iii) is immediate from Proposition 1.7(iv) and

the conjugacy of the subgroups F. In the general case, let R be the closure of R

in G. Since L is compact, LR is closed. But g = I +1 implies LR is open and thus

G = LR, i.e. R acts transitively on At. Since R is again a solvable subgroup of G,

the remark above applies to R and thus yields (iii).

In §3, we shall see that, in retrospect, the argument just given is unnecessary

since the present hypothesis on R will be shown to be equivalent to R being tran-

sitive on At.

(1.12) COROLLARY. Let At be a Riemannian solvmanifold and G = Zo(At).

The following are equivalent:

(i) G contains a solvable subgroup which is normal in G and transitive on At.

(ii) G contains a subgroup in standard position which is normal in G.

(iii) G contains no noncompact simple subgroups.

(iv) There is a unique subgroup S in standard position in G.

Moreover when (iv) holds, S is normal in /(At).

PROOF, (i) implies (ii): By (i) and Lemma 1.8, G contains an almost simply

transitive solvable normal subgroup S. It is easily checked, using the construction

of S in Lemma 1.8 and Definition 1.10, that S is in standard position.

(ii) implies (iii): If R is a normal solvable subgroup of G which is transitive on

At, then for L the isotropy subgroup of G at some point, we have G = LR with L

compact and R C G2. Hence G/G2 is compact and (iii) follows.
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(iii) implies (iv): The condition (iii) implies that there is a unique F as in

Definition 1.10, namely F = G. This proves (iv).

(iv) implies (i) follows from Theorem 1.11.

For the last statement, let x E /(At) and let <_ be the automorphism of G defined

by conjugation by x. By (iii) and Definition 1.10, s = gQl relative to the Killing

form BB, where I is the isotropy algebra at some p E At. Then <E>»(1) is the isotropy

algebra at x ■ p, and $*(s) = g 0 $*(f) relative to BB. Hence $*(s) is in standard

position and by (iv), we have $*(s) = s; i.e. xSx~x = S.

(1.13) REMARKS, (i) We will show in Theorem 3.1, that if R is almost simply

transitive, then TVG(/J) c F where F is as in Theorem 1.11 (iii). Thus, the sub-

groups in standard position have maximal normalizers among all solvable transitive

subgroups of G.

(ii) Starting from a data triple (s, {■,■), D) for a Riemannian solvmanifold At

where the corresponding group S happens to be in standard position in G = Zo(At),

Theorem 1.11 (iii) implies that it is enough to compute F = Nq(S) in order to have

enough of G to construct a representative of each conjugacy class of subgroups of G

which are solvable and almost simply transitive on At. In §§3 and 4 we will reverse

the process and show how to construct in a concrete manner a group S in standard

position from an arbitrary data triple presentation (r, {■,■), D) of At. At each stage

in the construction, the only part of G which is needed is the normalizer of the

almost simply transitive subgroup at hand.

2. Modifications of solvable Lie algebras.

(2.1) REMARKS. In this section we will develop the theory of modifications in a

context more general than that of isometry algebras of Riemannian solvmanifolds.

The general theory is no more complicated than the special one and will be needed

in a later paper.

(2.2) DEFINITION. Let r be a solvable subalgebra of a Lie algebra g. An r-

modification map is a linear map tp: r —► g such that

(i) tp(x) is contained in a compactly embedded subalgebra ( of g with [flr = {0};

(") bW,t] cr; and
(iii) for Id the identity map on r, the space xf = (Id +<p)(x) is a solvable subalgebra

of g.
tp is said to be a normal r-modification map if, in addition to (i)-(iii), tp satisfies

(iv)[tp(x),x']cx'.

A subalgebra r/ of g is said to be a (normal) modification of t in g if r/ = (Id +tp)x

for some (normal) r-modification map tp. If R and R' are connected solvable sub-

groups of a Lie group G, then R' is said to be a (normal) modification of R if the

Lie algebra of R' is a (normal) modification of the Lie algebra of R.

(2.3) REMARKS, (i) It is possible to have distinct r-modification maps tp and ip

such that (ld+tp)(x) = r/ = (ld+ip)(x). In this case <p(X) - \p(X) E r/ for all X Ex,

so tp is normal if and only if xp is normal. Thus normality of the modification x! is

defined independently of the choice of tp.

(ii) Suppose At is a Riemannian solvmanifold, G = Zo(At), and R and R' are

solvable subgroups of G each acting almost simply transitively on (At). Then for I

the isotropy algebra at any point p E At, we have g = l + r = I + r/ with [fir = {0} =

[flr/. Hence there exists tp: x —*l such that xf = (Id+^)(r). We conclude that t1 is

a modification of r if and only if xf is contained in the normalizer of r in g.
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(iii) Alekseevskil [A12] defined a notion of "twisting" of a simply transitive solv-

able isometry group. In our terminology a twisting is a normal modification.

(2.4) PROPOSITION. Let tp be an x-modification map and x1 = (Id+<p)(r).

Then

(i) <p(x) is abelian and [t^r/] c ker tp.

(ii) The following are equivalent:

(a) x1 is a normal modification ofx;

(b) [<p(x),x] C ker <p;

(c) x is a modification of x1 in g with modification map tp: r/ —► g defined by

iP(X + tp(X)) =-tp(X);
(d) tp is a homomorphism, i.e. [x,x] C keitp.

PROOF, (i) By Definition 2.2(i)-(iii), <p(x) is a compact subalgebra of g isomor-

phic to the image of x1 in (tp(x) + x)/x. Since r7 is solvable, tp(x) is solvable and

compact, hence abelian. Thus [r + tp(x),x + <p(x)] c r; so [r/,r/] c rflr/ = ker tp.

(ii) The equivalence of (a) and (b) is immediate from Definition 2.2(h), (iv) and

Proposition 2.4(i). The equivalence of (a) and (c) follows from the fact that the

map tp of (c) satisfies tp(xl) = <p(x) and is a modification map precisely when <p(x)

normalizes r/. Next by reversing the roles of x and r/ in (i), we see that (c) implies

(d). We shall complete the proof by showing that (d) implies (b).

In general, for X, Y E x, (i) implies

[X + p(X),Y + tp(Y)] = [X,Y] + [tp(X),Y\ - [tp(Y),X] E ker(p).

Therefore if (d) holds, then

(1) [tp(X),Y)]-[p(Y),X]Eker(p)    for all X, Y E x.

In particular, when Y E ker(tp), (1) yields

(2) [tp(x), ker tp] c ker^>.

Now let (•, ■) be an inner product on r relative to which adc U is skew-symmetric for

all U E tp(x) and define a as the orthogonal complement of ker tp relative to (•,•).

From (2), [<p(x), a] C a and thus by (1)

(3) [p(X),Y] = [tp(Y),X}    for all X, Ye a.

For Y E a, we then have [tp(Y), Y] E a and, for all X E a, skew-symmetry and

(3) yield

0=([p(X),Y],Y) = (&(Y),X],Y) = ~{X,[tp(Y),Y]).

Whence [<p(Y), Y] = 0. Replacing Y by X + Y and expanding with the aid of (3),

we obtain

0 = [tp(X + Y), X + Y] = [tp(X), Y] + [tp(Y),X] = 2[tp(X), Y]

for all X, Y E a, i.e. [p(a),a] = 0. But then (2) yields

[ip(r),r] = [tp(a),a +kerp] c ker<p

and this is (b).
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(2.5) THEOREM. Letn be a nilpotent subalgebra of a Lie algebra g. Then every

modification of n in g is a normal modification.

PROOF. Let tp; n —► g be a modification map and define i = tp(n). By Propo-

sition 2.4(h), it suffices to prove that [t, n] c ker^j. Since t is compactly embedded

in g, there exists an inner product relative to which the operators ad U, U E t, are

skew-symmetric.

Let m + 1 be the step size of n and let n = j0 3 3i D ■ ■ ■ D jm D lm+i — {0} be

the central series of n, i.e. im is the center of n and for 0 < j < m — 1, }j = {X E

n: ad(X)(n) c ij+y}- By the Jacobi identity, [i,}j] C }j for all j. Define

(4) bj = (ijC\kertp)+ij+y    and    xtj=ijQbj

where Q denotes the orthogonal difference relative to (•,•). Note that Oj ± a3 for

i t^ j. Let

(5) a = a0e---©am.

Step (i). n = a + ker<£> (vector space direct sum):

Since i3 = a, + bj and b3 C ij+y ker tp, we have

n = io = Oo + b0 C Oo + 3i + ker tp C Oo + a: + }2 + ker <p

C • ■ • C a + 3m+1 + ker^> = a + ker^.

If 0 ^ X E a n ker tp, then there is a maximal index j <m for which X E }j• fl ker p.

Since jj C j, for jj < j, X is orthogonal to do©- ■ -©a, and thus lies in Oj+i©- • -©cim C

3j+i. This contradicts the maximality of j. Thus aflker^) = {0}.

Step (ii). t normalizes each of a,, h,, 0 < j < m:

Suppose Y E ij tl ker(tp) and T E t. T = £>(X) for some X E n. By (1) and

2.4(i), we have

(6) [X + tp(X),Y + tp(Y)] = [X, Y] + [<p(X),Y] E h n ker p.

Since [X, Y] E 3j+i, (6) implies that [t,i3• nker ip] C b^ and consequently [t, bj] C b3.

By skew-symmetry, [t, aj] C Oj for all j.

Step (iii). [t,a] = {0}:

By step (i), t = p(a). Hence by (5) and linearity, it suffices to show that

[^(o,-),Oj] = {0}, 0 < i,j < m. Let X E a,, Y E a3 with i < j. Since t is

abelian,

(7) [tp(Y),X] = [tp(X),Y] + [X,Y]-[X + p>(X),Y + tp(Y)\.

By 2.4(i) and step (ii), the three terms on the right side of (7) lie in a,, ii+] and

3, fl ker tp, respectively. If z < j, all three of these spaces are contained in b,, so

(8) [p(Y),X}Ealnbl = {0}.

But then by (7),

(9) [X + tp(X),Y + tp(Y)] E (aj + }l+J) Dkertp C }j nkerp.

Since }l+J C ij+y, (7), (8) and (9) yield

(10) [<P{X),Y] E a3 n (3, + i + ij fl ker tp) = a, n bj = {0}.
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Hence [^(cii),cij] = {0} = [tp(aj),Oi] for i < j by (8) and (10). It remains to show

that [<p(ai),ai] = {0}. For X, Y E at, (7) implies

(ii) [<p(x),Y]-[p(Y),x]eainbi = {0}.

But exactly the same argument which we applied to (3) in the proof of Proposition

2.4 applies to (11) to yield [y?(aj),Oj] = {0}. This completes step (iii).

Note that the decomposition of step (i) is not necessarily orthogonal so the proof

of Theorem 2.5 is not yet complete. Let n, = ij ©3J+i. Then n = 0"lon,- By

skew-symmetry of adt, [t, n7-] c n,. We show [t, \\j] C ker tp, 0 < j < m, to complete

the proof. For j = m,

nm = im = am ®bm = am ® (}m n ker tp).

Since [t, am] = 0 by step (iii), skew-symmetry of adt|n_ implies [t, n™] c ker tp. We

now proceed inductively and assume [t, n,] c kerip for all i > j. Fix U Ei. There

exists a basis {Xy,... ,Xr, Y_,... ,Yr) of [U, x\j] and positive constants ay,...,ar

such that [U, Xk] = otkYk and [U, Yk] = —ctkXk for 1 < k < r. Fix any index k

and write X, Y, a for Xk, Yk, Qfc- By step (i), U = <p(A) for some A E a. Also

[A, tp(X)] = 0 by step (iii), so we have

[A + tp(A),X + tp(X)] = [A,X] + aY,

' [A + v(A),Y + tp(Y)) = [A,Y]-aX.

By Proposition 2.4(i), the expressions on the left in (12) lie in ker^>, so applying tp

to both sides yields

(13) p[A, X] = -a<p(Y),        <p[A, Y] = atp(X).

On the other hand, [A,X] Eij+y = nJ + 1©' • -©nm so [<p(A), [A, AT]] E ker tp by the

induction hypothesis. Using the Jacobi identity and the facts that [^>(A),A] = 0

(step (iii)) and [£>(A),X] = aY, we obtain a[A, Y] E ker<p and deduce from (13)

that X E ker <p. Similarly Y E ker tp. Since the index k and U = <p(A) were

arbitrary, we have shown that [t, n,-] c ker tp and by induction [t, n] c ker tp.

We will see in Example 2.8 that there exist modifications of solvable Lie algebras

which are not normal. However Theorem 2.7 below shows that all modifications

can be obtained by successive normal modifications.

(2.6) LEMMA. Lets be a solvable Lie algebra and let n denote the nilradical of

s. All derivations of 5 map s into n. In particular, when s is endowed with an inner

product, all skew-symmetric derivations are zero on the orthogonal complement of

n in s.

PROOF. See [A-W2, p. 36]. The additional hypothesis in [A-W2] that s is an

"TVC algebra" and that nilrad(s) = [s,s] are not used in the proof. To correct a

misprint in the proof given in [A-W2], the phrase "A E n" should be replaced by

"A E s" wherever it appears.

(2.7) THEOREM. Lets be a solvable subalgebra of a Lie algebra g, tp ans mod-

ification map, and x = (Id+^)s the associated modification. Choose an ad(<p(s))-

invariant complement a o/n = nilrad(s) in s and let x1 — n+ (Id+tp)(a).  Then x1 is
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a normal modification ofs andx is a normal modification ofx1. In particular, tp(x\)

normalizes both x and t7.

PROOF. Let a' = (ld+tp)(a) and n' = (ld+<p)(n). We may define an inner

product on s relative to which din and the operators ad<p(X)\s, X E s, are

skew-symmetric. By Lemma 2.6, r/ = a' + n is a normal modification ofs. Also n'

is a modification of n in g, so [<p(n),n7] c n n n' by Theorem 2.5. Moreover since

a' C a + tp(s) and <p(s) is abelian, Lemma 2.6 implies that [<p(n),a7] = {0}. Hence

tp(n) normalizes t = o' + n' and, consequently, r is a normal modification of r\

(2.8) EXAMPLE. Let s = a + n where n is a six-dimensional abelian ideal and

a = RA is one dimensional. Assume that the matrix of ad A|n relative to a basis

{Xy,..., X6} of n is given by

/     Oil      0    -2    l     \

_-_!_ Q_ L~_2_ _ 0 J_ _
adA|n=          Q       |    "0"-l     J   -   •

-I _ i___P_a —
V     0      i        o        ,oj

(The —2's may be replaced by 0's without affecting this example. They are included

only in anticipation of Example 3.9.) Next let g = [+s where 1 is a two-dimensional

abelian algebra normalizing n and centralizing o. Let I have bases Vy, V2 with

_-_l_0   '___._ '_°_
adi/1|n=     0   -;  0 1 ; 0

-.-l_U_i-
V    o     7     o     i o)

and
(0 'OJ   _ 0_ \

V0!0 i-i  o)
Let

r = spanR{A - Vy,Xy,X2,X3 + aV2,XA + bV2,X5,X6}

where a,b E R with at least one of a, b nonzero, r is a solvable subalgebra of g

complementary to I and hence is a modification of s. It is not a normal modification

since Vy = tp(A) does not normalize r. However setting

r' = spanR{A - Vy,Xy,X2,X3,X4,Xb,X6},

then r7 is a normal modification of s and t is a normal modification of r/.

(2.9) THEOREM. Let U, R, and Rf be subgroups of a connected Lie group G

with R and R' connected and solvable. Suppose R' is a modification of R. Then

G = UR if and only ifG= UR'.

PROOF. By Theorem 2.7, it suffices to assume that R' is a normal modification

of R. By Proposition 2.4, R is then a normal modification of R' as well, so we need

only prove the "only if" statement. Since g = u + r, we may choose a modification

map tp with values in u. Let t = tp(x). By Proposition 2.4, t is a subalgebra of u

and E normalizes r7. Hence for K the corresponding connected subgroup of G, we
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see that KR' is a subgroup of G with Lie algebra t + t7 = t + x. Hence KR' = KR.

Thus
G = UR = UKR = UKR! = UR'

since K C U.

(2.10) COROLLARY (PRESERVATION OF TRANSITIVITY). Let At be a con-

nected homogeneous solvmanifold, G — Zo(At) and R an almost simply transitive

connected solvable subgroup of G. Then every modification of R in G also acts

almost simply transitively on At.

PROOF. The conditions for almost simple transitivity are that G = LR with

I fl t = {0}. If R1 is a modification of R, Theorem 2.9 gives G = LR1 and, by a

dimension check, 10^ = {0}.

(2.11) EXAMPLE. While modifications preserve transitivity, they need not pre-

serve simple transitivity. Consider the subgroup R of GL(6, R) with Lie algebra

ffO     t   ' _   10    ii I ^
_-t_0_\_   l0_ x2_

0        |0    x5

. L | 0    x6 J

Let T, Xi be the elements of r with l's in the t and _, entries, respectively, and 0's

elsewhere. Give R a left-invariant Riemannian metric g so that {T,Xy,...,X4} is

an orthonormal basis relative to the Riemannian inner product at the identity e of

R. Let At = (R,g). Set

f-!i: ° >1
0    1    0    1 0

1

ad Vjt is a skew-symmetric derivation of t, so V lies in the isotropy algebra I (see

Proposition 3.3). Let t7 be the modification of r with modification map tp given

by tp(Xi) — 0, i = 1,...,4, and <p(T) — ^V and let R' be the corresponding

connected subgroup of exp(RV)/? C Zo(At). Note that exp(27rT) = e. Hence

exp27r(T + tp(T)) = exp(-7rV) E R' fl L, and R' does not act simply transitively.

3. The standard modification algorithm. Combining results of §§1 and 2

we obtain

(3.1) THEOREM. Let At be a connected homogeneous Riemannian solvmani-

fold, G = Zo(Al) and L the isotropy subgroup of G at p E At. Let R be a connected

solvable subgroup ofG.  The following are equivalent:

(a) g = l + x with [flt= {0}.

(b) R acts almost simply transitively on At.

(c) R is a modification of a subgroup S of G in standard position.

Moreover when (c) holds, Ng(R) C Nq(S).

PROOF. By Corollary 2.10, (c) implies (b) and trivially (b) implies (a). Suppose

(a) holds.  By Theorem 1.11, part (iii), R is contained in the normalizer of some
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subgroup S of G in standard position. As in Remark 2.3(h), it follows that r is a

modification ofs. Thus (a) implies (c).

Now suppose (c) holds. We show TVG(B) C NG(S) = F. Note that R C F by

definition of modification. F = (MATV)GCG2 as in Proposition 1.7. If Gnc = {e},

then F — G and we are done. Otherwise a + n c s by Theorem 1.9 and Definition

1.10, and r contains a modification of a + n. We will show that n C r. It will then

follow that the normalizer of t in gnc lies inm+a + n and hence NG(R) C F.

Let q be any modification of a+n in f and tp the associated modification map. Set

t = tp(a+n). Then t normalizes both a+n and n (= [a+n, a+n]). An examination of

the structure of f shows that the normalizer in f of a+n centralizes a; i.e. [t, a] = {0}.

Hence for X E a, Y E n,

(1) [X + tp(X),Y + tp(Y)] = [X, Y] + [tp(X), Y\.

Choose X E a such that n is the direct sum of positive root spaces of ad X. Since

ad<p(A)|n is a semisimple operator with purely imaginary eigenvalues (recall t is

compactly embedded in f), it follows from (1) that [(ld+tp)(X),(ld+tp)(n)\ = n

and consequently n c q. Since x contains a modification of a + n, we have shown

that n C r and, as noted above, the theorem follows.

(3.2) REMARK. Let (r, (•, -),D) be a data triple for a Riemannian solvmanifold

At with basepoint p. As in Definition l.l(ii), the subgroup R of /(At) with Lie'

algebra r is given by R = R/C where R is the simply connected covering of R

and C is a discrete central subgroup. At = R/D — R/D where D is the image

of D under the covering projection /?—>/?. Let L be the isotropy subgroup of

/(At) at p. Let x E NL(R). The isotropy action of x on At = R/D is given by

the automorphism a —» xax~x of R leaving D invariant. This automorphism lifts

to an automorphism of R leaving D invariant. Since L acts effectively on At, this

automorphism is nontrivial unless x = e. Thus when convenient, we will view

TV_(B) as a subgroup of Aut(/?) and also of Aut(/2).

(3.3) PROPOSITION.   In the notation of Remark 3.2,

NL(R) = {o-EAut(R): a(D) = D anda*(-,-) = (•,•)}.

In case At is simply connected (and hence D = {e}), the Lie algebra N\(x) of Nr,(R)

is the algebra of all skew-symmetric derivations of (x, (•, ■)).

PROOF. See [A-W2, Corollary 2.13].
(3.4) DEFINITION. For (r, (•, -),D) a data triple for a Riemannian solvmanifold

At, we define the standard modification (r7, (•, ■)',D') of (r, (•, -),D) as follows: Let

f) denote the normalizer of r in the Lie algebra g of G = Zo(At) (b, = TV|(t) + r in

the notation of Proposition 3.3). r7 is defined to be the orthogonal complement of

TV|(t) in f) relative to the Killing form of h. By Lemma 1.8, r7 is a solvable ideal of

f) and the corresponding connected subgroup R' of H = NG(R) acts almost simply

transitively on At. Set D' = R' C\L, and let (•,•)' be the inner product on r7 defined

by the Riemannian metric on At as in Lemma 1.2. Note that r7 is a modification of

r (Remark 2.3(h)); let tp be the modification map. Then define (•, •)' by

((ld+tp)X,(ld+tp)Y)' = (X,Y).

We will frequently abuse notation and say that r7 (respectively /?') is the standard

modification oft (respectively R) when the data D, (■,■) is understood.
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(3.5) THEOREM. Let (x, (■,■),D) be a data triple for a Riemannian solvmani-

fold, let g = Zo(At), and let s be a solvable subalgebra ofg in standard position whose

normalizer contains x. (s exists by Theorem 3.1.) Let (r7, (■,■)', D') be the standard

modification of (x, (■,■), D) and let (x",(■,■)",D") be the standard modification of

(r7, (;■)',D').  Thenx" = s.

(3.6) COROLLARY. There exists a unique subalgebra s ofg in standard position

such that x c Ng (s).

(3.7) COROLLARY, r is in standard position if and only ifx equals its standard

modification.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.5. Let f = TVg(s), h, = TVg(r) and h7 = TV^r7). By

hypothesis t C f, so r is a modification of s (Remark 2.3(h)). By Theorem 3.1,

f) C f. Hence the definition of standard modification implies r7 c f, and thus r7

is also a modification of s and bf C f. Let tp and tp' be the modification maps

associated with the modifications r and xf of s, respectively.

Let n = nilrad(s). By Theorem 2.7, tp(n) C f) and hence n C f). But n is a

nilpotent f-ideal, so n C nilradf) C r7 by Lemma 1.8(i). In particular, [s,s] c n c t7,

so tp' is a homomorphism. By Proposition 2.4, t7 is a normal modification ofs; i.e.

tp'(s) C fr/ and hence s C i)'. Let B and B7 denote the Killing forms of f and h/,

respectively. If X E TVi(r') c TV((s) and Yes, then since s is an ideal in both f and

b/, we have

B'(X,Y) =tr(adXadYls) = B(X,Y).

But B(X, Y) = 0 by Definition 1.10 of s, so B'(TV[(r7),s) = 0 and s is the standard

modification oft7.

(3.8) REMARKS, (i) In case At is simply connected, D = {e} for any data triple

(r, (•, •), D), so At is specified by the data pair (r, (•, •)). Theorem 3.5 then allows us

to compute the subgroup F = (MAN)GCG2 of G defined in Proposition 1.7 from

the data (r, (•, ■)) as follows:

(a) Compute TV,(r), the algebra of skew-symmetric derivations of (r, (•,•)) (see

Proposition 3.3).

(b) Compute the standard modification (r7, (•, )7) of (t, (•, •)) as in 3.4.

(c) Repeat (i) and (ii) with (r, (■,•)) replaced by (r7, (•,)') to obtain a pair

(s, (•, ■)") with s in standard position.

(d) f = TV[(s) + s where TV,(s) is the algebra of skew-symmetric derivations of

(«, (■,->")•
(e) Let S be the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra s and U the

connected subgroup of Aut(S) with Lie algebra TV|(s). Then F is the semidirect

product US.

The algorithm is more complex in case At is not simply connected, since in the

presence of the discrete groups D, D' and D", the computations must be performed

at the Lie group rather than Lie algebra level.

(ii) Let R be the set of all almost simply transitive solvable subgroups of Zo(At).

For R,R'e R, write R ~ R' if R' can be obtained from R by a series of modifica-

tions. By Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 2.7, ~ is an equivalence relation. Suppose

that S is in standard position. We claim that the equivalence class of S in R is

given by [S] = {R E R: R C NG(S)}.  Theorem 3.5 says that R E [S] whenever
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R C NG(S). Conversely if R is a modification of S, then R c NG(S) and by

Theorem 3.1, NG(R) C NG(S). Thus any modification of R lies in TVG(S) and,

inductively, R' C NG(S) whenever S ~ R'. The claim is proved. By Corollary

3.6, each equivalence class contains exactly one element S in standard position.

S can be recovered from any equivalent element R by performing two standard

modifications. Note that by using the conjugacy of the subgroups of G in standard

position, it is easily checked that any two equivalence classes in R are conjugate by

an element of G.

(3.9) EXAMPLES, (i) Let At be the Euclidean space R". Then G = SO(n, R) R",

and R™ is in standard position. If (r, (•, •)) is any data pair, then r is a modification

of R". The image of the modification map <p is an abelian subalgebra of 1 = so(n,R).

N\(x) is the centralizer in I of tp(v). The standard modification of r is R™.

(ii) Let s, r, r7 and [ be the Lie algebras of Example 2.8. Define (•,•) on t

so that {A - Vy,Xy,X2,Xz + aV2,X4 + bV2,X5,Xq} is an orthonormal basis. A

straightforward computation shows that RV2 is the space of all skew-symmetric

derivations of (r, (•, •)) and that (r7, (•, •)') is the standard modification of (r, (•, •))

where (•, •) is the obvious inner product on t7. Similarly, we find that 1 is the

algebra of skew-symmetric derivations of (r7, {•, •)') and that (s, (•, -)77) is its standard

modification. Here {A, Xy,..., X$} is an orthonormal basis ofs with respect to

(•, )'7. I is also the algebra of all skew-symmetric derivations of (s, (•, •)"). We will

see in Theorem 4.2 that since s is unimodular, I + s is actually the full isometry

algebra of the associated simply connected Riemannian solvmanifold.

4. Special cases.

(4.1) REMARKS, (i) Let At be a Riemannian solvmanifold and G = Zo(At).

Suppose G contains no noncompact simple subgroups, i.e. Gnc = {e}. By Corollary

1.12, G contains a unique standard position subgroup 5 and S is normal in G. The

algorithm described in 3.8(i) then allows us to construct G from any data triple

(r, (•, -),D), at least in the case when At is simply connected. However, beginning

with the data triple, it is in general difficult to determine whether Gnc = {e} and

hence whether the algorithm has produced the full group G. Theorem 4.2 below

gives a sufficient condition on r to guarantee that Gnc = {e}. Recall that a Lie

group R is unimodular if tr(adc(A)) = 0 for all X E x. Thus the hypothesis of

Theorem 4.2 may be viewed as a condition on the Lie algebra r.

(ii) Theorem 4.3 gives an algebraic condition on r which guarantees that if

(x, {■,•}, D) is a data triple for a Riemannian solvmanifold, then r is in standard

position. Recall that r is said to have only real roots if all generalized eigenvalues

of adr(A) are real for each X Ex. Corollary 4.4 provides a new proof of the main

result of [W].

(4.2) THEOREM. Suppose the Riemannian solvmanifold At admits an almost

simply transitive solvable unimodular group R of isometries. Then Zo(Al) contains

no nontrivial noncompact simple subgroups and thus contains a unique normal sub-

group S in standard position. Moreover every almost simply transitive solvable

subgroup of /o(At) is unimodular.

PROOF. By Remark 3.8(h) and Theorem 2.7, the last statement of the theorem

will follow if we prove that every normal modification of a unimodular Lie algebra

is unimodular. Thus let r7 be a normal modification of r with modification map tp.
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Choose an inner product (■, •) on r relative to which the operators ad<p(X)\t are

skew-symmetric, and define (•, •)' on r7 by

(1) (X + tp(X),Y + <p(Y))' = (X,Y).

We claim that for all X,Y Ex,

(2) ([X + tp(X), Y + <p(Y)],Y + tp(Y))' = ([X, Y],Y).

Since adtp(X) is skew-symmetric, ([^(X), Y], Y) = 0. Thus (2) will follow from (1)

if we show that

(3) ([<p(Y),X],Y) = 0.

By Proposition 2.4, [<p(Y), X] E ker tp, so (3) holds if Y J. ker tp and holds trivially

if Y E ker p. This proves (2).

By (2),

trace(adr<(A + <p(X))) = trace(adt X)

for all X E x. Thus r7 is unimodular if and only if r is unimodular, and as noted

above, the last statement of the theorem is proved.

In particular, any subgroup S of G = Zo(At) in standard position is unimodular.

Let f = TVe(s) — m + a + n + gc +g2 as in Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 1.9. Suppose

Gnc 7^ {e}. Then a and n are nontrivial. By 1.9(iii),

a + ncscf2=m2+a + n + g2.

Since s is an ideal in f2 and [a, m2 + a] = {0}, we have

(4) tr(ads(A)) = tr(adf2(A)) = tr(ad(A)|n+92)

for all X E a. Since gnc is semisimple and Y —> ad(Y)|02 is a representation of g„c,

tr(ad(Y)|g2) = 0 for all Y E gnc, and in particular for Y E a. However we may

choose X E a such that all eigenvalues of ad(A)|n are real and positive. For such

X, tr(ad6(A)) > 0 by (4), contradicting unimodularity ofs. Hence Gnc — {e} and

the theorem follows by Remark 4.1.

(4.3) THEOREM. Suppose that R is an almost simply transitive solvable group

of isometries of the Riemannian solvmanifold At and that all roots of x are real.

Then R is in standard position in Zo(At). // in addition R is unimodular, then

G = LR where L, the isotropy group at a point of At, is contained in Aut(R).

PROOF. Let (t, (•, ■),£>) be a data triple associated with R. Write r = oo © no,

orthogonal direct sum with respect to (•), with no = nilrad(r). By Proposition

3.3, TV((r) is contained in the algebra of skew-symmetric derivations of (r, (■, ■)), so

by Lemma 2.6, [TV|(r),ao] = {0}. Moreover the elements of /Vi(t) act on r with

purely imaginary roots, while the elements of adt(oo) have only real roots. Hence

tr(adX)(ad Y)|r = 0 for all X E TV,(r), Y E a_. Since r is an ideal in b, = TV[(r)+r, it

follows that B„(ao, TV,(r)) = 0 for B„ the Killing form of f). Trivially B^tto, TV((t)) =

0, so by Definition 3.4, r coincides with its standard modification. By Corollary

3.7, R is therefore in standard position. The last statement of the theorem follows

from Theorem 4.2 and Remark 3.2.
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As a corollary, we obtain a new proof of the following:

(4.4) COROLLARY (WILSON [W]). //the Riemannian solvmanifold At admits

an almost simply transitive nilpotent group R of isometries, then R coincides with

the nilradical of G = Zo(At). In particular, R is unique and G = LR with L C

Aut(/?).

PROOF, r is unimodular with only real roots, so by Theorem 4.3, G = LR

with L C Aut(R). Hence R C nilrad(G). If X E I fl nilrad(g), then adB X is both
semisimple (since X E l) and nilpotent, hence trivial. But L is assumed to act

effectively on At, so the representation X —► adB X of I is faithful. Consequently

[ n nilrad(g) = {0} and R = nilrad(G).

5. Tests for isometry of solvmanifolds.

(5.1) REMARKS. We now use the results of the previous sections to determine

when two given solvmanifolds are isometric. The first theorem considers the simply

connected case. Given data for two simply connected Riemannian solvmanifolds At

and At', the algorithm in Remark 3.8(i) allows us to obtain new data (s, ( , )) for

At and (s', ( , )7) for At' with s and s7 in standard position in Zo(At) and /o(At'),

respectively. Hence it suffices to develop a test for isometry when At and At' are

specified by data in standard position. Theorem 5.2 gives such a test.

The second theorem concerns locally homogeneous solvmanifolds. Suppose S

is a simply connected solvable Lie group and T is a discrete subgroup. Each left-

invariant Riemannian metric g on S induces a Riemannian metric g on T\S so that

(5, g) is a Riemannian covering of (T\S, g). The locally defined left translations of

T\5 by elements of S are local isometries, and (T\S, g) is a locally homogeneous

space. In Theorem 5.4, we give a test for isometry of two locally homogeneous

metrics on T\S under certain conditions on S.

(5.2) THEOREM. Let (s, (•, •)) and (s', {•, •)') be data in standard position for

the simply connected Riemannian solvmanifolds At and At', respectively. Then Ai

is isometric to At' if and only if (s, (•, •)) is isomorphic to (s7, (■, •)').

PROOF. First note that by Remark 1.3(i) and the conjugacy of the algebras

in standard position, any two data pairs (sj,(-,-)i) and (s2,(-,-)2) in standard

position for the same solvmanifold At are isomorphic. Thus it suffices to prove

that At and At' are isometric if and only if (s, (•,•)) is isomorphic to some data

pair for At' in standard position. The "if" statement is trivial. Conversely, any

isometry r: At —► At' defines an automorphism \I>: G —► G' by r(x) = roior"1,

where G = Zo(At) and G' — Iq(M'). \I> carries the isotropy group L at the basepoint

p 6 At to the isotropy group V at p' = r(p). Let S denote the connected subgroup of

G with Lie algebra s and set F — NG(S). Then F and \_(F) satisfy the conditions

of Proposition 1.7 in G and G', respectively. Since L' n *(F) = *(L n F), it

follows easily from Definition 1.10 that ^(S) is in standard position in G'. Thus

('J/.s, (>_-1)*(-, •)) is a data pair for At' isomorphic to (s, (•, •)).

(5.3) COROLLARY (AlekseevSKII [A12]). Let S be a simply connected solv-

able Lie group whose Lie algebra has only real roots. Let g and g' be two left-

invariant metrics on S. Then g is isometric to g' if and only if g' = "!?*<? for some

*EAut(5).

PROOF. Theorems 5.2 and 4.2.
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(5.4) THEOREM. Let S be a simply connected solvable unimodular Lie group

whose Lie algebra has only real roots, let T be a discrete subgroup of S, let C =

{<_ E Aut(S): <J>(r) = T} and let Inn(S) denote the group of inner automorphisms

of S. Let gy and g2 be left-invariant Riemannian metrics on S and gy and g2 the

induced metrics on T\S. Then gy is isometric to g2 if and only if g2 = ty*gy for

some * G Inn(S) • C.

PROOF. First suppose g2 = Vgy with ^ — Lx o R~l o -7 for some x E S,

7 € C. (Lx and Rxx denote left and right translation.) Since gy is left-invariant,

#*9i = (R-1i)*gy. But Rx-i o 7 is the lift of a mapping T\5 -► T\5. Hence

(F\S,gy) and (T\S,g2) are isometric.

Conversely, suppose f: (F\S,g~y) —> (F\S,g2) is an isometry. Then r lifts to an

isometry r: (S, gy) —> (S,g2). By Corollary 5.3, gy = <&*g2 for some $ E Aut(S).

Hence r o <__1 is an isometry of (S, g2). Choose x E S so that a = Lx o r o <_-1

is an isometry of (S, g2) preserving the identity element e. By Remark 3.2 and the

last statement of Corollary 1.12, a E Aut(S). Hence

(1) RxoT = Lx-i o_?-oo-o<_ e Aut(S).

But Rx o r is the lift of a mapping Rxof: F\G —► T\G. Hence Rx o r E C and, by

(1), ao$g Inn(S) • C. Since a is an isometry of (S,g2),

(a o $)*ff2 = $*o*g2 = $*g2 = gy

and the theorem is proved.

(5.5) APPLICATIONS, (i) Two compact Riemannian manifolds are said to be

isospectral if their Laplace-Beltrami operators have the same spectra. Let S be

a simply connected nilpotent group and F a cocompact discrete subgroup. In

[G-Wl] we give sufficient conditions for two given locally homogeneous metrics

on T\5 to be isospectral. Using Theorem 5.4, we then establish the existence of

continuous families of isospectral, nonisometric, locally homogeneous metrics on

F\S for suitable 5.

(ii) Deloff [D] constructs examples of homogeneous Einstein metrics of strictly

negative curvature. It follows from Corollary 5.3 that all of his examples are dis-

tinct; i.e. no two are isometric.

6. Groups transitive on manifolds of nonpositive curvature.

(6.1) REMARKS. Throughout the previous sections, we have focused our atten-

tion on the various simply transitive solvable subgroups of Zo(At). However Zo(At)

may contain many nonsolvable transitive subgroups as well. In fact Example 6.2

below shows that a solvmanifold can even admit a simply transitive semisimple

group of isometries. The classification of all transitive subgroups of Zo(At) would

be very difficult in general. However when At has negative curvature, many of the

complications such as that illustrated in Example 6.2 do not arise. We will use the

theory developed in [A-Wl, 2] together with some structural results on semisim-

ple Lie algebras to be developed in Lemmas 6.3-6.5 to give necessary and sufficient

conditions for a subgroup H of Zo(At) to act transitively on At in the negative

curvature case. We will then specialize further to symmetric spaces At of noncom-

pact type and give a complete classification of all transitive subgroups of /o(At).

Finally, we utilize this specialized result to classify for arbitrary simply connected
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solvmanifolds the noncompact semisimple parts Hnc of all transitive subgroups H

oflo(M).
(6.2) EXAMPLE. Let H be the universal covering of SL(2, R) and let H = KAN

be an Iwasawa decomposition. Let g be a left-invariant Riemannian metric on H

which is also Ad(/_)-invariant and set At = (H,g). Let Z denote the center of H.

Z is discrete and lies in K. /0(At) = H x K/A(Z) where A(Z) = {(z,z): z E

Z} C H x K (see [GI]). Note that K £ R. The isotropy subgroup of _0(At) is

K x K/A(Z). The subgroup S = ATV x K is a simply transitive solvable subgroup

of Zo(At), so At is a simply connected homogeneous solvmanifold. However the

simple Lie group H acts simply transitively on At.

(6.3) LEMMA. Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra of noncompact type and g =

t + a + n an Iwasawa decomposition. Let A be the roots of a in g and, for a E A,

let ga denote the root space of a. Order A so that n = __iaeA+ 0a- Let ir be a basis

of simple roots of A+ and let no be any subset of ti. Then the subalgebra b(7ro) of g

generated by 5_±__7r0 °Q IS semisimple of noncompact type. b(iro) has an Iwasawa

decomposition t^0' + a*0' + n'0' compatible with t + a + n. (I.e. f(°) C 6, a'0' C a

and n(°' C n.) Moreover n^ = I_q€(a0)+0a where Ao is the largest subset of A

consisting of linear combinations of elements ofrro-

PROOF. A special case of this lemma is proved in [H, Proposition 2.1, Lemma

2.3, Chapter IX]. The general case is proved in the same way. We note that the

analogous result for complex semisimple Lie algebras is well known. (See [Hu, pp.

87-88].)

(6.4) LEMMA.   In the notation of Lemma 6.3, let

a™ =   f| ker a,        n*1' =     £     ga
a€7r0 a€A+

a(a(1))#0

and

c(7r0) = b(7ro)+a(1'+n(1).

Let m be the normalizer of a + n in t.  Then

(i) a = a'°) + a^1) and n = n'0' + n'1), vector space direct sums.

(ii) [a'1',^1)] = n(!) and [a^,b(rco)] = {0}.

(iii) c(7To) is a subalgebra of gnc with radical a'1) +n^' and nilradical n'1).

(iv) m = m'0' © m'1', direct sum of ideals, with m'0' C b(7r0) and [m'1', b(7r0)] =

{0}.
(v) m normalizes a'1' +n'x'. Thus c(7ro) +ra is a subalgebra ofg with semisimple

Levi factor b(w0)®m[1' and radical m2 7+a(1'+n(1'. (As usual m[ +mij denotes

the Levi decomposition o/m'1).)

PROOF, (ii) and the second statement in (i) are immediate from the definitions

of a(1) and n'J). Next 7r0 is a basis for the positive roots of a'0' in b(7r0), so

dim(ao) = tffo- By definition of a'1)

dim(a(1)) > (hr - tk0 = dim(a) - dim(a(0)).

Since a<0> na(1» = {0}, (i) follows.
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For (iii), we need only show that [b^o),^1)] c n'1'. Note that

A0 = {oeA: a(a(1))=0}.

Set Ai = A - A0 and A^ = Ai D A+. If a E A0, 0 E Ax and a + 0 E A,

then a + 0 E Ay. If in addition 0 E Af and ±a E 7r0, then a + 0 E Af. Thus
[fla.i^lcn'1' whenever ±a € 7To and consequently [b^o),^1)] C n'1'.

Since m commutes with a and normalizes each eigenspace of ad(a), m normalizes

both b(7To) and a^1' + n'1). Thus m(°) = rn n b(7r0) is an m-ideal. Since m is

compact, m splits into a direct sum m^0' ffim'1'. To see that [m^^b^o)] = {0},

note that the adjoint representation of b(7To) carries b(7To) + m'1' to b(7i"o). Since

every representation of the semisimple algebra b(7r0) is completely reducible, b(7r0) +

m'1' = b(7To) +t for some subspace t commuting with b(7i"o). Since [t,a'0'] = {0},

t C a(°) + m. But for X e o'0', Y E m, [X + Y,n<0>] ̂  {0} unless X = 0. Hence

t C m and so t = m'1'. (iv) and (v) follow.

(6.5) LEMMA. Let u be a subalgebra of a semisimple Lie algebra g of noncom-

pact type. Suppose that (i) the semisimple Levi factor Ui o/u is of noncompact type

with Iwasawa decomposition 6^°' + a'0' + n'°) compatible with the Iwasawa decom-

position t + a + n ofg and (ii) u2 = a<1'+n(1) with [a^,n^] = n<1), a = aw+aw,

n = n(°) + n*1), and [a^^ui] = {0}. Then in the notation of Lemmas 6.3-6.4,

u = c(7To) for some 7To C 7t, where rr is a basis of the root system A of a.

PROOF. Let A0 = {a E A: a(a^) = 0}, Ai = A - A0, Ar} = A0 n A+ and

Af = Ai n A+. Since [a*1',^] = {0}, it follows that

n<°> =   Yl  a«    and   n^ =   £ ga.
a€A + a€A+

Let Ao = {a = Q:|a(°): a e Ao}- Note that the natural map Ao —> Ao is a bijection.

Ao is the root system of a^ in Ui. Let 7fo be a basis of simple roots in AJ and

7To the corresponding subset of Ao- We show that 7To is contained in a basis of A.

Choose A E a'1) such that a(A) > 0 for all a E A+. Suppose a E 7To and a = 0 + 7

with 0,7 E A+. If either 0 or 7 belongs to A'I, then a(A) > 0, contradicting the

definition of 7To. But if both 0 and 7 belong to Ao, then a = 0+*/ is a decomposable

element of #0, again a contradiction. Hence 7r0 consists of indecomposable roots in

A+ and extends to a basis -k of A+. Thus Ui = b(7To) and u = c(7i"o).

(6.6) REMARKS. We are now ready to study the transitive subgroups of Jo (At)

when At is a solvmanifold of negative (i.e. nonpositive) curvature with trivial Eu-

clidean DeRham factor. In Theorem 4.6 of [A-W2], Azencott and Wilson showed

that if (r, ( , )) is a data pair for such a manifold At, then r is an aNC algebra

without flat part". (See Definition 6.2 of [A-Wl] and Definition 4.3 of [A-W2].)

We summarize here and in Lemma 6.7 those properties of (r, ( , )) and of Zo(At)

which will be needed in Theorem 6.8.

(a) The orthogonal complement a of the nilradical n of r is abelian and satisfies

[a, n] = n.

(b) Every modification r7 = (Id +<p)x of r is normal and is given by r7 = a' + n

with a' = (Id+i£>)(a). Moreover a' is abelian and [a',n] = n. (See p. 45 of [A-W2].)

(c) There exists a closed normal subgroup S'2' of 6_ such that a solvable sub-

group 5 of G is in standard position if and only if 5 is the semidirect product
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(AN)S(2> of S'2' with an Iwasawa subgroup ATV of Gnc for some semisimple Levi

factor Gi = GncGc. Moreover s'2) is itself an TVC algebra without flat part. We

will write s(2) = a'2' + n<2) as in (a).

(6.7) LEMMA. Let At be a simply connected Riemannian solvmanifold of neg-

ative curvature with no Euclidean factor and let U be a connected subgroup of

G = Zo(At) which acts transitively on At. Fix p E At. Then there exists a semisim-

ple Levi factor Uy of U and an Iwasawa decomposition Unc = K^A^N^ such

that K^0' fixes p and such that for any simply transitive solvable subgroup R of

U of the form R = A^N^Q, where Q is a closed normal subgroup of U and

j.\(o)}\[(o) f| q — {e} (such R exist), the p-inner product on x has the following

properties :

(i) (a(°)+n(°))_.q;

(ii) the orthogonal complement a^ of fi'2) = [q, q] in q is abelian and commutes

with Ui;

(iii) adq(#X) = —(adqX)* for all X E u„c where 6 is the Cartan involution of

Unc fixing t(0).

Moreover a is an NC algebra without flat part. In particular, [a^2',n'2'] = n^2).

PROOF. Except for the final statement concerning q, the lemma is a reformu-

lation of part of Theorem 5.6 of [A-W2]. The version of this theorem quoted

here is stated in the first paragraph of the proof on p. 38 of [A-W2]. We note

however that we have deleted the hypothesis of Theorem 5.6 that U be closed in

G. A careful look at the proof of the theorem shows that this hypothesis is not

needed. Alternatively, Proposition 2.5 of [A-Wl] asserts that if KWA^NW is

any Iwasawa decomposition of Unc, then K^ is compact (equivalently Unc has

finite center) and there exists a closed normal subgroup Q of U such that Q C U2

and R = A^N^Q acts simply transitively on At. Lemma 2.4 of [A-Wl] states

that any simply transitive solvable subgroup of G is closed in G. Thus for any

choice of Q, we have that R and consequently UncQ (— K^°'R) are closed in G.

Theorem 5.6 can then be applied to the subgroup UncQ of U. The final statement

of the lemma is included in Proposition 5.3 of [A-W2].

(6.8) THEOREM. Let M be a simply connected Riemannian solvmanifold of

negative curvature with no Euclidean factor and let H be a connected subgroup of

G = Io(M). Then H acts transitively on At if and only if there exists a semisimple

Levi factor Gy of G, an Iwasawa decomposition Gnc = KAN, a basis rr of the

positive roots of a and a subset ttq of rr such that, in the notation of Lemmas 6.3-

6.4 and (c) of Remark 6.6, b(7r0) + x C f) C c(7ro) + m'1' + gc + g2 for some normal

modification x of a^ +n^ +s^2'.

PROOF. The "if" statement is immediate from Remark 6.6 since b(7r0) + t

contains a modification of a + n + s<2) where a + n = a'0' + a^ + n<°) + n^ is an

Iwasawa subalgebra of gnc. For the converse, we will apply Lemma 6.7 with H and

G alternately playing the role of U. For U = H, we use the same notation as in

the lemma for the various subgroups of H. For U = G, we drop the superscripts

(0) and write Gnc — KAN, and we let the group S(2) of Remark 6.6(c) play the

role of Q and S = (ATV)5(2' play the role of R.  Thus q = a'2' + ft(2) c f) and

S(2) = „(2) + n(2)  cg
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As seen in the proof of Proposition 1.7(iv), there exists an Iwasawa decomposition

Gnc = KA'N' (K as above) such that R C (M'A'TV7)GCG2 for M' the normalizer of

A'N' in __. Also S' = (A'TV')5'2' acts simply transitively on At. By the conjugacy

of Iwasawa decompositions, A7TV' = x(AN)x~x for some element x E Gnc which

normalizes K. Necessarily x E K and since K fixes p, Ad(x) defines an isometry

between the p-inner products on s and s'. Hence S' can also play the role of R in

Lemma 6.7 when U = G. I.e. we may assume that

(1) R c (MATV)GCG2 = F

for our original choice of ATV. Thus by Remark 6.6, x is a normal modification ofs

and

(2) n + n(2>=n(°>+n(2>.

Since n^2' is an ideal in both g and I), n'2' c n(2).

Let ( denote the isotropy subalgebra of g at p. The p-inner products on t and s

extend to a positive semidefinite symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on g with kernel I.

We claim that f)„c C gnc and that the decompositions /_(°)A(0)TV(°' and KAN

are compatible. hnc lies in some semisimple Levi factor of g and hence by the Levi-

Malcev Theorem, Ad(z)b,„c C gnc for some x E nilrad(G). Since g = 1 + s and

tnnilrad(g) = {0}, it is easily checked that nilrad(g) = n'2). Hence

(3) Ad(x)l)nc C (f)nc + n(2»)nflnc.

But since n(2) lies in both s^2) and q, property (i) of Lemma 6.7 implies

(4) (fwy2')=0=(gnc,n(2>).

Since ( , ) is positive-definite on n'2), it follows from (3) and (4) that Ad(x)h,„c =

*W; i.e. i)nc C g„c. Thus b,{0] C lngnc = t and n<°) c (n + n<2)) ngnc = n. Since

a'0' _L n, we have a'0' c a + m. But by property (iii) of Lemma 6.7 applied to H,

both a and a'0' act symmetrically on n(°) +n^2) = n + n'2) under the adjoint action,

whereas m acts skew-symmetrically. Hence a'0' C a and the claim is proved. Let

(5) nW=nenl°)    and    a^=aBa^

relative to (, ). We will verify the hypotheses of Lemma 6.5 with u = l)„c +a( *' +n( *'.

Since s is a normal modification of r (Proposition 2.4), we have that a^ +n'J' +s^

is a normal modification of q, say with modification map tp. By Proposition 2.4, q is

a modification of a'1) +n'x^ +s^2^ with modification map tp given by £>(X+V>(X)) =

-tp(X). By (2), n*1) c n<2). By (2), (5), and the definition ofs, a^ _L n™ relative

to(, ),soa(x) C (Id+rp)(aW). Thus (ld+<p)a^ c a(2). The map tp takes values in

inf C m+gc+g2. LetX E a(1' and write <p(X) = A+B with A € mand B E gc+g2-

Since [a(2',hnc] = {0} (Lemma 6.7(h)) and [X + A,b,nc] c gnc while [B,g„c] c g2,

we have [X + A, hnc] = {0}. Since adg_c X has only real eigenvalues while adflne A

has only imaginary ones, it follows that [X, b,nc] = {0}. Thus [aO), rj„c] = {0}. Next

a(i) +n(i) +s(2) = (ld+^)(q) = (ld+^)(a2) +n2

by Remark 6.6(b). By the same remark,

(6) [a(l)+a(2)yi)+n(2)]=n(l)+n(2)^
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But [aW.n*1)] = {0} by Lemma 6.7(h), [a(2\n(2>] = n<2) and

[a(i)in(i)]c(n(i)+n(2))ngnc=n(i)i

so (6) implies [a^^n'1'] = n^1'. We conclude from Lemma 6.5 that

h/„c + a(1)+n(1)=c(7r0)

for some subset 7To of a basis 7r of positive roots of a, and the theorem follows.

If At is a symmetric space of noncompact type, then At has negative curvature

and G = /o(At) is semisimple of noncompact type. Thus Theorem 6.8 yields

(6.9) THEOREM. Let At be a symmetric space of noncompact type and let H

be a connected subgroup of G = Zo(At). Then H acts transitively on At if and only

if there exists an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN, a basis rr of the positive roots

of a in g, and a subset rro of it such that b(ito) + r c h C c(7To) + m^1) for some

normal modification x of a^ +n^' by elements ofm^l\

(6.10) THEOREM. Let At be a Riemannian solvmanifold and let H be a tran-

sitive subgroup of G = Iq(M). Choose semisimple Levi factors Hy of H and Gy

of G such that Hy C Gy. Let -Knc: g —* gnc be the homomorphic projection. Then

there exists an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN, a basis rr of simple roots of a

and a subset no of tc such that in the notation of Lemmas 6.3-6.4,

(i)  bnc = b(7To),

(ii) f)c c m'1) © gc,

(iii) 7rnc(b,2) c m'1' + a^ +n^ and 7r„c(f)2) contains a normal modification of

a^+nd).

PROOF. By Lemma 1.6, Hc fixes a point p E At. Let L be the isotropy subgroup

of G at p. Let Z be the discrete center of Gnc and let p: G —> G/(ZG2G2) be the

canonical projection. Write G = p(G). Note that p has differential wnc: g —> gnc. As

in the proof of Proposition 1.7(iv), p(L) C K for some maximal compact subgroup

K of p(G), and p = Kp(H). Thus p(H) acts transitively on G/K. Under a left-

invariant metric, G/K is a symmetric space of noncompact type. Thus we may

apply Theorem 6.9 to conclude that in the notation of the theorem, b(7To) + r c

TTnc(b) C c(7r0)+m'1^ for a suitable choice of Iwasawa decomposition g„c = t + a + n

and of 7To. In particular, since f)nc C gnc, (i) follows, (iii) is also immediate. For

(ii), Hc C Gi and irnc(bc) commutes with bnc = b(iro) and normalizes 7r„c(h/2).

It follows that irnc(bc) commutes with a and therefore lies in nv'1' + a'1'. Then

7i"nc(f)c) C m'1' and i)c C m*1) + gc.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. Equation (2) in the proof of Theorem 4.2 is incor-

rect. To correct the proof, we show that x1 is unimodular. Let b, = r+ <p(x). By

Proposition 2.4, r and t7 are both rj-ideals containing [f),rj]. Since r is unimodular

and trad^?(X)it = 0 for X E x, it follows that f) and hence r7 are unimodular.
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